BOY BANDS!

II Men sang a duet with Mariah Carey on "One Sweet Day" in 1995
6 is an a cappella gospel music group that formed in the late 1980s
Take were a British boy band from Manchester in the early 1990s
80s sensation New Kids On The __
Evan and Jaron were "__ For This Girl" in 2000
Bell Biv__ had hits with "Do Me" and "Word To The Mutha"
Kriss__ were known for wearing their clothes backwards
Their album No Strings Attached featured the hit "Bye Bye Bye"
This band was created by MTV in 2000's Making The Band
"I__" and "I Can Love You Like That" are by All-4-One
Darren Hayes and Daniel Jones made up Savage__
Brothers Isaac, Taylor and Zac make up the group__
Simon Cowell created____ - an multinational operatic pop group
Puerto Rican group whose members left when they turned 16
They had a hit with "Who Let The Dogs Out?" in 2000
The__ were the original boy band from the British Invasion of 1964
Some male vocal groups consider the term ____ offensive
5 - Jackie, Tito, Jermaine, Marlon and Michael
The__ were the first made for TV band
__ girls are the target audience for most boy bands
Plus One was a __ band that released The Promise in 2000
In 1966 The__ sang "I Only Have Eyes For You"
Jesse__ started out with the boy band Dream Street
The__ Boys included Brian, A.J., Nick, Howie and Kevin
Bobby Brown was voted out of this group around 1986
B2K's second album in 2002 was called __
The__ sang "Ain't Too Proud To Beg" and "My Girl" in the 1960s
The boy bands of the 80s and 90s are known for their dance __